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DEEP
SKIN

BY KELSEY ALLEN
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every year, more new cases of  skin cancer 

are diagnosed than breast, prostate, lung 

and colon cancers combined.1 One in fve 

Americans will develop skin cancer over 

the course of  a lifetime.2 Although the 

majority of  people diagnosed with skin 

cancer can be treated by a dermatologist, 

76,380 new cases of  melanoma, an inva-

sive type of  cancer that causes the majori-

ty of  skin cancer deaths, will be diagnosed 

in the United States in 20163. That number 

is rising. 

The good news is that there are many 

ways to protect yourself  and your family.   

“The No. 1 thing is the hardest thing,” 

says Dr. Walter Quan Jr., Chief  of  Medical 

Oncology and Director of  Immunotherapy 

at Cancer Treatment Centers of  America® 

(CTCA) in Goodyear, Arizona. “Don’t get 

sunburned but also don’t get suntanned.”

A close look at the  
most common type  

of cancer.

http://CancerFightersThrive.com


ANATOMY CLASS: YOUR SKIN

Your skin is made of  three layers. Cells 

in the top layer produce melanin, the 

pigment that gives our skin and eyes their 

color. But more importantly, melanin 

protects your skin against ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation from the sun. When the cells are 

damaged by UV radiation, however, there 

is a change in their DNA, and they can 

become cancerous. “Instead of  protecting 

us, they just keep dividing and ultimately 

form a tumor,” Quan says. 

What makes melanoma diferent from 

other skin cancers is that it metastasizes. 

“Over time, it tries to dive deep through 

the underlying tissue to spread throughout 

the body,” Quan says.

Anyone can get skin cancer, but  

those with the highest risk are fair-

skinned and light-eyed, which means  

they have less melanin to help pro-

tect their skin against the sun’s effects.  

People who spend a lot of  time  

outdoors, live in hot climates or have 

had skin cancer before should also be 

particularly careful. 

ABCs OF SKIN CANCER

Often, doctors look to moles for signs 

of  skin cancer. There are five visual 

cues that Quan keeps in mind when 

evaluating moles. If  he notices any of  

these features, it can be a melanoma 

warning sign. 

NEARLY 

90 PERCENT 

of skin cancer 
cases can be 

attributed to UV 
ray exposure—
from both the 

sun and tanning 
booths.4 

Block Party
What to look for in sunblock
Daily use of sunscreen—whether it’s sunny out or not—is one of the best ways to reduce the risk of skin 

cancer. Regularly wearing sunblock cuts your risk of developing melanoma by 50 percent.5

Look for a broad-spectrum 

sunscreen that protects 

against both UVA and UVB 

rays. For daily use, a sun 

protection factor (SPF) of 15 

will suffce. For days at the 

beach, look for a water-

resistant sunscreen with an 

SPF of 30 or higher. SPF 30 

blocks out 97 percent of the 

sun’s radiation. SPF 50 flters 

out up to 98 percent. Quan 

and his family wear SPF 40.

Be generous in application: 

Use a shot glass full for the 

body and a tablespoon on 

the face. Don’t forget to 

apply it to the ears, hands, 

feet and underarms. 

Whether you are using a 

lotion or a spray, and no 

matter how high the SPF 

of the sunscreen, reapply 

at least every two hours, 

and more often if you’re 

sweating or getting wet.

On the left, a 

benign mole. 

On the right, a 

malignant mole
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Watch an animated video about the three common types of 

skin cancer: cancercenter.com/skin-cancer-video

The chemical and physical 

ingredients in sunscreen aren’t 

that important, Quan says. Neither 

is how the sunscreen is applied; 

lotions, sprays and stick sunblock 

can all protect the skin from the 

radiation of the sun. In general, 

most of the common products on 

the shelves are protective. The key 

factor, he says, is that you like it. “If 

you don’t wear it, it doesn’t matter 

what SPF it is or which artifcial 

ingredients it has in it,” he says. 

• Asymmetry: Draw a line down the 

center of  the mole, and if  one side doesn’t 

mirror the other, it’s asymmetrical. 

• Border: Suspicious moles have borders 

that are irregular and jagged as opposed 

to straight and smooth. 

• Color variation: Be wary of  moles 

that are multicolored or a solid shade 

of  black.

• Diameter: Picture a pencil eraser. 

Melanomas usually have a diameter 

greater than that, or about 6 millimeters. 

• Evolution: Look for changes in 

moles over time (regardless of  ABCD), 

including growth. Moles that bleed are 

also of  concern.

In addition to getting a mole checked 

by a primary care physician during an 

annual exam, it’s important to perform a 

self-screening once a month using a hand 

and full-length mirror to examine your 

face, scalp, arms, hands, chest, back and 

legs. Look for the skin cancer alphabet 

warning signs but also for changes in 

appearance. “If  you say to yourself, ‘Even 

though my mole doesn’t ft these criteria, 

I know it didn’t look that way before,’ you 

need to see a doctor,” Quan says. 

BAN THE TAN

No one wants to get a sunburn, but after 

a long winter, many of  us are tempted 

to get just a little bit of  sun. However, 

even a suntan is a sign that your skin 

got too much radiation. Although tans 

eventually fade, the cellular damage 

to the skin is permanent. Your risk for 

melanoma doubles if  you have had more 

than fve sunburns. The best way to 

prevent skin cancer is to protect the skin 

from sun exposure. 

Wear a wide-brimmed hat, dark or 

bright clothing made of  synthetic fbers 

and UV-blocking sunglasses. Carry a black 

umbrella on hot summer days. Always 

wear sunscreen, and avoid being in the 

sun between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. when 

it is the most intense. And skip indoor 

tanning, which still exposes the skin to 

harmful UV rays. “There is not a safe way 

to get tan skin, other than through a self-

tanning product. Tanned skin is irradiated 

and damaged skin,” Quan says. l
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formation/skin-cancer-facts

2 https://www.aad.org/media/stats/conditions/

skin-cancer

4 http://www.melanomafoundation.org/facts/

statistics.htm

5 http://www.skincancer.org/prevention/

sun-protection/sunscreen/the-skin-cancer-foun-

dations-guide-to-sunscreens
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